Boys Are Searching for Direction.
Will You Help Lead Them?

F R A T E R N U S

{

“Fraternus changed my life mentally, spiritually, and physically…”
a Fraternus Brother

}

FRATERNUS
Mentoring Boys into Virtuous Catholic Men

www.fraternus.net

Your Parish Has Everything It Needs
to Keep Boys Catholic
“When virtue is present, people imitate it, and they long for it when it has gone…”
(Wisdom 4:2)

M

any people have sounded the alarm about
boys leaving the Church. And the facts
are scary — statistically about 8 in 10 Catholic
youth will leave the Church by college, and
evidence indicates that more boys leave than
girls.
But every Catholic parish has exactly what is
needed to keep boys Catholic: men. The presence
of intentional mentors in the lives of young men
has a profound effect. From their youngest years
boys imitate what they see in men around
them. As they get older they “look up” to these
examples, these mentors, and learn from them
how a man lives in this world. And when virtue
is present, they imitate it. Virtue cannot be present in pamphlets and videos, but must be taught through example and real relationships.
The problem has arisen, however, that most boys do not have regular encounters with Catholic men. And
the rapid decline in fatherly presence and engagement is compounding the problem. Sadly, that vacuum is
quickly filled with the world’s false masculinities that don’t glorify virtue and holiness, but promiscuity,
power, and prestige.
This is where Fraternus can help. What Fraternus provides is the training, resources and framework you
need to equip the men of your parish to intentionally mentor and disciple the young men. Fraternus brings
generations of men together into a brotherhood of disciples.

{

}

It’s a different world than when I was a kid. It seems confusing to be a
boy now – you’re either a wimp or a barbarian, neither of which is the
truth. It seems to me that education plays to the strengths of girls and
not boys – boys just aren’t allowed to be boys. That’s detrimental to
their future character. I’m looking forward to Fraternus being a way to
help boys be boys, and to develop a masculine character.”			
							Fr. Reid, St. Anne’s, Charlotte
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A Brotherhood Across Generations
“As iron sharpens iron, so one man must sharpen another…”
(Proverbs 27:17)

M

any men feel a profound absence of brotherhood; if we’re not sons of a common Father our
brotherhood breaks down. Without brotherhood, boys and men do not receive the rites of
passage and challenge to greatness necessary for full and true manhood.
In Fraternus, men are not recruited to coordinate events for
boys. Rather, all of the men of the parish are challenged to
accept and live the reality that they are sons of God. As sons
of God they are truly brothers. And as men mature as brothers they in turn become fathers that pass on the faith. This is a
spiritual fatherhood not tied solely to biological children. The
faith does not just come father to son, but generation to generation.
Fraternus not only provides the framework and resources
for boys to become virtuous men, but helps strengthen the
brotherhood of the men in the parish. Very often Fraternus
is the bridge between existing men’s groups and the young men
of the parish. The men then invite the boys into that brotherhood with meaningful friendships and rites of passage.

How Fraternus Works:

F

raternus Chapters are born from, and always pointed back to, the parish. Fraternus helps to recruit and
train men in a parish to become “True Mentors” through the 3 Steps of True Mentorship. The men
are first challenged to Seek Holiness (Step 1). Our training then gives them practical ways to go and earn the
right to be heard through Building Friendships (step 2). Finally, the men are taught how to Mentor with
Excellence (step 3).

{

“He had always thought about seminary, but it was Fraternus Ranch
that made him more seriously consider it. He is now entering
seminary this fall.”
-A Fraternus Mom

}
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The brotherhood has four types of gatherings:
• Frat Nights
• Excursions
• HAWC Groups
• Summer Ranch

FRAT NIGHTS
Weekly meetings called Frat Nights are the foundation of a Chapter. The flow of a Frat Night is
simple: there’s a generous amount of play, followed
by a movie clip, discussion, challenge and prayer.
The discussions flow from the weekly Sunday Mass
readings and prayers and revolve around learning
the seven virtues of faith, hope, love, prudence,
justice, fortitude, and temperance. But, learning
about virtue does not make one virtuous. As
such, at the end of Frat Night a tangible challenge is given, a way to live out that virtue that week: making your bed, getting up early to pray, serving
in a local soup kitchen, etc. The challenge is then reported on next week.

EXCURSIONS
From St. John Bosco to Bl. Pierre Giorgio Frassati to St. John Paul II, saints with a particular skill at reaching the hearts of young men know that when you bring boys out into creation they become more open to
the Creator. This experience of the outdoors is needed in a world saturated with media and materialism,
especially in the teen years. Fraternus Excursions are designed with a common theme and goal, namely,
learning about our true identity as men.
Often it is only when we have time to disconnect and experience the outdoors do we sense the greatness of
who we really are.

{

“I have been thoroughly impressed with the boys and men of
Fraternus. I am excited to learn that many priestly vocations have
come through Fraternus, but my own interaction with these boys
shows me just how effective this program is. I echo the words of
my predecessor, Bishop Galeone, when he said, ‘Boys need mentors
to navigate the path to Catholic manhood. Fraternus fulfills that
need perfectly.’”		
Bishop Felipe J. Estévez, Diocese of St. Augustine, FL

}
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HAWC GROUPS
HAWC stands for Honest, Accountable, Willing, and Chaste. HAWC
groups are for high school aged boys
and meet outside of Frat Night.
While intensifying the challenge to
holiness and brotherhood, HAWC
members serve their Chapter as
leaders and are committed to being
a mentor and model to younger boys
in their Chapter.

SUMMER RANCH
Fraternus Ranch is the annual
opportunity for Chapters from across
the country to gather as a national brotherhood. Ranch is filled with adventure and fun, but also serious
prayer and catechesis catered especially for the challenges of young men. But Ranch is not just for boys, the
men of each Chapter also come to experience that amazing week alongside the boys they have mentored all
year.

The Need Has Never Been Greater:
Boys’ Lives are on the Line Now!

F

raternus not only provides a much needed ministry of discipleship and mentorship to boys, it can provide an apostolate to your men’s ministry that will deepen its brotherhood and strengthen its vitality.

“A critical need in the Catholic ‘man-crisis’ is to develop effective mentoring approaches. Fraternus is emerging as the leader in Catholic mentorship. The continued
work and expansion of Fraternus’ approaches is a great need in the Church today.”

{

- Matthew James Christoff, The New Emangelization Project

“I have worked with young people for nearly 25 years. I can testify
that Fraternus is an outstanding organization and highly effective
at reaching young men. Their effort is bearing fruit; it’s not
hypothetical, it’s real. Very few can make that claim. Please, for the
sake of our future and the future of the Church, support Fraternus!”
Fr. Brian Doerr, Vice-Rector of Mount St. Mary’s Seminary

}
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What it Takes
1) Approval and support of the Pastor
2) A handful of men to get it going
3) A place for Frat Nights to be held
4) Funding for startup and first year costs

What the Program Includes
The annual sponsorship of Fraternus is $2,000. This includes:
•

Weekly delivery of content for Frat Night including video clips, a sample “King’s Message,” and solid
Catholic materials to prepare and form the Fraternus Captains.

•

Phone support, including monthly live webinars with experienced mentors and Fraternus leaders. Fraternus is not a “program in a box,” but brotherhood with flesh and blood support for a challenging mission.

•

Access to FraternusMen.com, a site containing videos and documents to help men run a successful
Fraternus Chapter.

New Chapters pay a one-time startup fee of $2,000 which covers:
•

Phone support and coaching to help recruit and equip the Chapter leadership.

•

Training for the men, which takes various forms based on the location of the Chapter (proximity to
existing Chapters, etc.).

•

A startup kit including promotional materials, banner, sample books and Fraternus jerseys, and a Chapter Sword.

For Fidelis girl’s program, please visit www.fidelisonline.org

